Kitchen Garden/Small Growers Section
CABBAGE
AUBERGINE
BLACK BEAUTY – Round to Oval fruited, borne well
clear of the ground with a green calyx, easy to work
with.
(APC 20) £0.80 pkt.

BEETROOT
DETROIT GLOBE – Flesh deep red, excellent flavour,
stores well in sand.
(APC 200) £0.80 pkt

BROAD BEAN
THE SUTTON (Dwarf) as main list

(APC 20)£ 0.80 pkt

BROCCOLI
PURPLE SPROUTING (Early)
Very hardy, produces a heavy crop of dark purple spears,
green after cooking.
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt
PURPLE SPROUTING (Late)
A selection which produces spears for harvest from mid
March to end of May.
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt

APRIL An early dwarf compact pointed cabbage, very
uniform, can be harvested early as greens, or hearted
early March to the end of April.
(APC 50) £0.80 pkt
BEST OF ALL (Savoy) – Round flattened heads of large
blue/green leaves with solid hearts. Harvest
Sept – Nov
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt
ENKHUIZEN GLORY – A large semi flat headed cabbage of
good deep green colour. Excellent taste and will hold well
when ready into early Autumn.
(APC 50) £0.80 pkt

DARKMAR – Large and deep green sprouts produced over
a long period being a mid/late maincrop.
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt
EVESHAM SPECIAL – Produces a heavy crop of medium
sized, very solid sprouts, harvest from late September to
late December.
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt
SEVEN HILLS – A heavy cropping old favourite, small tight
sprouts, good flavour – Harvest Mid/Late season.
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt

AMSTERDAM FORCING. Small cylindrical roots for early
harvest and freezing.
(APC 400) £0.80 pkt
BERLICUM – A stump rooted main crop, excellent colour
and flavour – to 20cm in length, in a light soil.
(APC 400) £0.80 pkt
EARLY NANTES – Ideal for successional sowing, blunt ended
cylindrical roots of fine flavour and colour with ‘small core’
(APC 400) £0.80 pkt

CAULIFLOWER

FILDERKRAUT - A Sept. heading pointed variety, (highly
suited to Coleslaw) weighing up to 11lbs in weight.
(APC 50) £0.80 pkt

ALL THE YEAR ROUND – A very reliable standby
variety. Sow Oct in a cold frame – plant out March,
crop June or Sow Feb/late April – crop June to Sept.
(APC 50) £0.80 pkt

GOLDEN ACRE (Summer/Autumn) Excellent quality and
flavour – Early sowings can be made under glass. Heads are
‘quite small’ grow at 30cm or 12” spacing.
(APC 50) £0.80 pkt

SNOWBALL – Sow Autumn or January onwards for
very early caulis on dwarf compact plants.
(APC 50) £0.80 pkt

WHEELERS IMPERIAL – Very popular ‘spring cabbage’ for
use in Apr/May. Hearted or Feb/March as greens.
(APC 100) £0.80 pkt

CALABRESE
BRUSSEL SPROUT

CARROT

GREEN SPROUTING A prolific cropper of small individual
heads (Without the large central head) over a long period
from August.
(APC 50) £0.80pkt

CAPSICUM
RINGO (Long Yellow) (Sweet) Nicely long shaped deep
yellow fruits. Highly recommended
(APC 30) £0.80 pkt
SERRANO (Chilli) – This will rock your socks. Hotter than
‘Jalapeno’. Dark green maturing Red – Mainly used in
Mexican cuisine.
(APC 30) £0.80 pkt

COURGETTE
ALL GREEN BUSH – A versatile compact variety, use as
Courgette or leave for use as a small marrow – easy to
grow. Very reliable.
(APC 5) £0.80 pkt
BLACK BEAUTY (O.P.) A very reliable variety,
producing good crops of small dark green fruits
(APC 5) £0.80 pkt.

CUCUMBER
BETA ALPHA – Easy to grow outdoor or PolyTunnel
ridge type, pick at 15cm, Bitter free and well flavoured
fruit.
(APC 10) £0.80 pkt
MARKETMORE. Outstanding ridge type with dark
green fruit of 20cm length. Good strong plants with
good disease resistance.
(APC 10) £0.80 pkt
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FRENCH BEAN
CANADIAN WONDER A traditional quick growing type, long
podded, good flavour. Suitable for early sowing under cloches.
(APC 40) £0.80pkt

RADISH
CHERRY BELLE – A ‘red standard globe variety. White
flesh, ideal under cloches or outside.
(APC 250) £0.80pkt

RUNNER BEAN
ACHIEVEMENT – First class quality pods of good length and
fine flavour.
(APC 20) £0.80 pkt.

LEEK
MUSSELBURGH – A very old Scottish variety, very
reliable,hardy,crop from Dec onwards from a March sowing.
(APC 100) £0.80pkt

LETTUCE
SALAD BOWL (Green) – Bright green large headed with
serrated leaves the original cut and come again.
(APC 200) £0.80pkt
SALAD BOWL (Red) ‘A red version of the above’
(APC 200) £0.80pkt
WINTER DENSITY. A very well known Semi Cos
overwintering type with dark green crisp foliage.
(APC 200) £0.80pkt

PARSNIP
IMPERIAL CROWN – Excellent flavour and texture,long smooth
roots with a small crown.
(APC 200) £0.80pkt
WHITE GEM – A half long type, so ideal for shallower soils, very
white fleshed, excellent quality.
(APC 200) £0.80pkt.

PEA
ONWARD (Maincrop)(Ht 75cm) The ever popular maincrop
variety, pods formed in pairs – large peas – tops for flavour.
(APC 100) £0.80pkt
TWINKLE (First Early) An ideal easy to grow self supporting
type, cropping in as little as 12 weeks for regular picking.
(APC100) £0.80pkt

PUMPKIN
JACK O’LANTERN – Excellent for Halloween. Bright orange skin,
tasty orange to yellow flesh. Fruits are marginally elongated.
Harvest about 4 months from sowing.
(APC 10) £0.80 pkt
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TOMATO
All varieties suitable for Greenhouse or Outdoors in favoured
areas.
AILSA CRAIG – Renowned for flavour modest cropper.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
ALICANTE – Quite early maturing, good crops of smooth
medium sized ‘toms’ of good flavour.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
GARDENERS DELIGHT – A reliable small fruited variety
producing good crops of outstanding flavour.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
GOLDEN SUNRISE. Medium sized, fleshy yellow fruits, best
tasting of its type.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
MARMANDE – A large irregular French beefsteak type with
lots of flavour.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
MONEYMAKER – A very reliable ‘tom’ producing heavy
crops, fruit is medium sized, said to be average flavour.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
RED CHERRY. A very tasty variety, when eaten straight from
the plant – Needs staking, tying and side shoots pinched
out.
(APC 25) £0.80 pkt.
ROMA – Traditional Italian plum type, deservedly popular
(APC 25) £0.80 pkt
TIGERELLA. Very attractive striped fruits of excellent shape
and flavour.
(APC 25) £0.80pkt
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TURNIP
PURPLE TOP MILAN – Very early, white bottomed, purple
topped root.
(APC 300) £0.80pkt

Post and Packaging
And Business Terms
See back cover of main list.
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